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Modernism'spretentiousdesirefor eternalvaluesis viewed by critic and painter
Thomas Lawson as symbolic of its surrenderto the social structure it had
originally soughtto subvert.Neither modernism'sahistoricalstancenor a fashionableand calculatedneoexpressionism
are adequatestrategiesfor the radical
artist. Lawson advocatescritical subversion,deconstructionon canvas of the
illusions of real life as representedin the mass media. Painting is the perfect
vehicle for raising"troubling doubt" about the ideasand methodsof the media
precisely becauseit is situatedat the center and not the periphery of the art
marketplace.
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Tlv paintingshne to bedcad;that is,from life but not a part of it, in order
ta showhowa painting can besoid to lwte anythingto do with life in tfu first
Plua
salle,cover,May l9Z9
-David
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It all boils down to a question of faith. Young artists concerned with
pictures and picture-making, rather than sculpture and the lively arts, are
faced now with a bewildering choice. They can continue to believe in the
traditional institutions of culture, most conveniently identified with easel
painting, and in effect register a blind conrentment with the way rhings
are. They can dabble in "pluralism," that last holdout of an exhausted
modernism, choosing from an assortment of attractive labels-Narrative
Art, Pattern and Decoration, New Image, New Wave, Naive Nouveau,
Energism-the
style most suited to their own, self-referential purpose$.
Or, more frankly engaged in exploiting the last mannerisric twitches of
modernism, they can resuscitatethe idea of abstracr painting. Or, taking
a more critical stance, they can invesr their faith in the subversive potential
of those radical manifestations of modernist art labelled Minimalism and
Conceptualism. But what if these, too, appear hopelessly compromised,
mired in the predictability of their conventions, subjecr to an academicism
or a sentimentality every bit as regressive as thar adhering to the idea of
Fine Art?
Such is the confused situation today, and everyone seemsto be getring
rather shrill about it. At one extreme, Rene Ricard, wriring in Artforum on
Julian Schnabel, has offered petulanr self-advertisemenrin rhe name of a
Reprinttd
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reactionary expressionism, an endless celebration of the author's importance as a champion of the debasement of art to kisch, fearful that anything
more demanding might be no fun. The writing was mostly frivolous, but
noisy, and must be considered a serious aPologia for a certain anti-intellectuaf elite. On the other hand the periodical Octobn has been publishing
swingeingjeremiads condemning, at least by implication, all art produced
since the late'60s, savewhat the editors consider to be permissible,which
is to say arr that owes a clear and demonstrable debt to the handful of
Minimal and Conceptual artists they lionize as the true guardians of the
faith. From a position of high moral superiority these elitists of another
sort, intellectual but antiesthetic, condemn the practice of "incorrect" art
altogether, as an irredeemably bourgeois activity that remains largely beneath their notice. Both approaches, of t}e esthete and the moralist, leave
distinctions blurred, and art itself is conveniently relegated to an insignificant position as background material serving only to peg the display of '
self oi of theory. From both sides we receive the same hopeless message:
that there is no point in continuing to make art since it can only exist
insulated from the real world or as an irresponsible bauble. This is only a
partial truth. It would be more accurate, although a good deal more complicated, to argue that while there may be no point in continuing to make
iertain kinds of art, art as a mode of cultural discourse has not yet been
rendered completely irrelevant.
somcyears
Tofuy . . . modernart b beginningto loseitspowet of-negation.-For
tym! intaprocedurc,
bemrinnl repetiliorc:rebellionha^s
now itsrejectioruha,ae
inlo cncmony.Ncgdion b u longn cv*
critbisminn rhaoric, transgrcssion
atiue.I am no! sayingthal ue are livios tlraendof art: weare liuing tlc cnd
of tlu ifua of modernarl-

" --octavio Paz,Chiwrcnof
Modanr*rfi#Xffi#il
tb Mire:

Ilespite the brouhaha, the numerous painting revivals of the latLer part
of the '70s, from New Abstraction to Pattern and Decoration, proved to
be little more than the last gasps of a long overworked idiom, modernisr
painting. (The diversionary tactics of so many bemused critics hid this truth
under i blanket eventually labelled "pluralism," but as the decade closed
that blanket became more and more of a shroud.) These revivals were
embalmed and laid to rest in Barbara Rose's poignantly inappropriately .
tided show "American Painting: The Eighties." That exhibition, presented
in l9?9, made the situation abundantly clear, and for that we should be
thankful. Painter after painter included there had done his or her best to
reinvest rhe basic tenets of modernist painting r.{'ithsome spark of life, while
staying firmly within the safe bounds of dogma. The result was predictably
depreising, a funereal procession of tired cliches paraded as if still fresh;
a corpsa made up to look forever young.
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While it was still a creative force modernism worked by taking a progTammatic, adversary stance toward the dominant culture. [t raged against
order, and particularly bourgeois order. To this end it developed a rhetoric
of immediacy, eschewing not only the mimetic tradition of Western art,
but also the esthetic distance implied by the structure of representationthe distance necessarily built into anything that is to be understood as a
picture of something else, a distance that sanctions the idea of art as a
discursive practice. With modernism, art became declarative, we moved
into the era of the manifesto and the artist's statement, justifications which
brook no dissent.
Modernism's insistence on immediacy and the foreclosure of distance
inevitably resulted in a denial of history, in an ever greater emphasis on
not just the present, but the presence of the artist. Expressive symbolism
gave way to self-expression; art history developed into autobiography. Vanguard art became a practice concerned only with itself, its own rules and
procedures. The most startling result was the liberation of technique; the
least useful result was the pursuit of novelty. As the modernist idea became
debased, its deliberate sparsenessworn through overuse, the acting-out of
impulse, rather than the reflective discipline of the imagination, became
the measure of satisfactign and value. As a result the modernist insistence
on an essential meaninglessness at the center of artistic practice came actually to mean less and less. From being a statement of existendal despair
it degenerated into an empty, self-pitying, but sensationalist, mannerism.
From being concerned with nothingness, it became nothing. The repudiation of mimesis, and the escalating demands for impact, for new experience
beyond traditional limits, inevitably loosened rhe connections between artistic discourse and everyday life. Art became an abstraction, something of
meaning only to its practitioners. On the whole modernist arrists acted as
though alienated from bourgeois society-it was the only posture that gave
their work a significance transcending its own interiority. But for rhe most
part this remained only a posture, rarely developing into a deeper commitment to social change. In a manner that foretold the final decline of
Qe mord authority of modernism, radically individualist artists all too often
found comfortable niches in the society they professed to despise, becoming
litde more than anxious apologists for the system.
Of course there had been one important moment that saw a possibility
for a more truly revolutionary activity, and that was in Moscow in the years
immediately following the Russian Revolution. This period not only pushed
modernism to is logical expression in abstraction, but turned that abstraction away from the personal :cward a more significant critique of production. Developing implications nascent in the work of C6zanne and the
Cubists, it concentrated on the basic ingredients, ideological and material,
involved in the production af art. This moment, abandoned by the artists
themselves (only partly because of political pressures) in favor of a totally
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reactionary andmodernism, saw the first stirrings of a seed that, when later
conjoined with the very different, but equally radical, activity of Marcel
Duchamp, came to fruition just as the modernist hegemony seemed unassailable-demonstrating ihat it was not.
That fruition has been called Minimalism, and the Mimimalist artists
subverted modernist theory, at that time most ably articulated by the followers of Clement Greenberg, simply by taking it literally. lf modernist art
sought to concern itself with its own structures, then the Minimalists would
have objects made that could refer to nothing bur their own making. This
,bjgl41:jjg4-:m-worked
bu dt@hich
in turn
reinjected a senseof distance, and a critfcal discourse was once again possible. (It is no accidenr rhat it was this generation of artists-Donald Judd,
Robert Morris, Robert Smithson, Art & Language,Joseph Kosuth, and Mel
Bochner-who reintroduced the idea that an artist might be more than a
sensitiveperson with talent, might in fact be both intelligent and articulate,
might have something to say.)
All the while, countless other artists continued as if the ground had
not been opened up in front of them, even adopting some of the superficial
characteristicsof the very modes that were rendering their practiceobsolete
and moribund. Some, of course, continued to paint, and it was those whom
Rose chose to celebrate in her exhibition. And if that show seemed to lack
all conviction, Rose's catalogue essaymore than compensated with the vehemence of its language. Defending a denatured modernism that had
become so divorced from historical reality that it could pretend to celebrate
"eternal values," she lashed into Minimalism and Conceptualism as though
they were the agents of the Anti-Christ. Which, for the true believer, they
are.
Rose made it clear that procedure had indeed become ritual, and
criticism mere rhetoric. Modernism has been totally coopted by its original
antagonist, the bourgeoisie. From adversary to prop, from subversion to
bastion of the sultus quo, it has become a mere sign of individual liberty
and enterprise, freed entirely from the particular history that once gave it
meaning. It is not just that ir tactics and procedures have been borrowed
by the propaganda industries-advertising, television, and the movies-it
has become a part of them, lending authority and authenticity to the corporate structures that insistently form so much of our daily lives.
We need change, we need it fast
Before rock'sjust part of the past
'Cause lately it all sounds the same to me
O h- oh . . .
ICs the end. the end of the 70's
It's the end, the end of the century
Ramones, from the song,
-The
"Do you remember Rock 'n' Roll Radio?"'
1979
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The end of the century. If modernist formalism seems finally discredited, hopelessly coopted by the social structures it purportedly sought
to subvert, is bastard progeny continue to fill the galleries. We all want to
see something new, but it is by no means clear that what we have been
getting so far has any merit beyond a cernin novelty. As Antonio Gramsci
so presciently observed in his prison notebooks, a period lacking certainty
is bedeviled by a plethora of morbid symptoms. Following the lead of
architectural critics these symptoms have been hailed, rather carelessly, as
"post-modern," with that term standing for a nostalgic desire [o recover
an undifferentiated past. According to this understanding any art that
appropriates stylesand imagery from otherepochs, othercultures, qualifies
as "post-modern." Ironically, the group that has been enjoying the most
success,to date, as the exemplification of this notion is made up of pseudoexpressionistslike Jonathan Borofsky, Luciano Castelli, Sandro Chia,
Francesco Clemente, Enzo Cucchi, Rainer Fetting, Salom6, and.Julian
Schnabel. Despite the woolly thinking behind this usage, the claim does
have some merit, but in the end the work of these artists must be considered
pan of a last, decadent flowering of the modernist spirit. The reasons for
this initial successare guite straightforward. The work of these artists looks
very different from the severe respectability of recent modernist production in New York, yet it is filled with images and procedures that are easily
recognized as belonging to art, or at least to art history. As their champions
are quick to point out, their work can be keyed, at least superficially, to a
strain of activity that stretchesfrom Conceptual art back to Dada. And on
top of that they appear personal, idiosyncratic in a period during which
lip service has been paid to the idea of individual liberty, even as that liberty
is being systematically narrowed by the constraints of law and commerce.
These young painters ingratiate themselves by pretending to be in awe
of history. Their enterprise is distinguished by an homage ro the past, and
in particular by a nostalgia for the early days of modernism. But what they
give us is a pastiche of historical consciousness, an exercise in bad faith.
(Even Borofsky's integrity becomes implicated here as a result of his relentlessmystification.) For by decontextualizing their sourcesand refusing
to provide a new, suitably critical frame for them, they dismiss the particularities of history in favor of a generalizing mythology, and thus succumb
to sentimentality.
Chia and Cucchi hanker after the excitements of neoprimitivism, especially as understood by the likes of Marc Chagall, nurturing a rasre for
assumednaivet6.Castelli,Fetting, and Salom6hark back to the same period,
favoring instead the putative boldness of style and contenr of German
Expressionism.But whatever their sources,these artisrswant to make paintings that look fresh, but not too alienating, so they take recognizable styles
and make them over, on a larger scale,with brighter color and more pizzazz.
Their work may look brash and simple, but it is meant ro, and it is altogether
too calculated to be as anarchistic as they pretend.
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Clemente and Schnabel are both more ambitious, seeking to accommodate a much broader range of references in their work. Both pick up
on the neoromantic, pseudosurreal aspecS of fashionable French and ltalian art of the '30s and '40s, and make a Sreat fuss about their wickedly
outrageous taste in so doing. But that is only a stardng point, albeit one
that, ;ith its emphasis on additive collage, sanctions an uncontrolled annexation of material. Renaissance and Baroque painting, Indian miniatures, cheap religious artifacts, a certain type of anything is fair game. And
whatever is accepted becomes equivalent to everything else, all distinctions
are merged as styles, images, methods, and materials proliferate in a torrent
of stuff that is supposedly poetic, and thus removed from mere criticism.
This wider cultural cannibalism is the topic of another essay; the annexation of wide areas of modern art is problematic enough for my purposes here. Concentrating on that alone we have a surfeit of evidence,
ihowing an historicism that pays court to a strain of 2Oth-century art that
can, superficially, be identified as antimodern. Superficially, because any
work pioduced in a certain period must share essential characteristics with
other work of the same period; antimodern, because I am talking about
the production of artists of the '30s apd '40s who openly rebelled againsl
the mainstream of radical modernism. In other words, the sophisticated if
often rather mild-mannered ant that was recently gathered together as Pan
of the Beaubourg s Les Rialismesexposition. The same material also served
as an introduction to the revisionisr history presented at Westkunst. This
was art that was difficult only in the sense that a naughty child is diffrcult;
that is, art that misbehaved within a strictly defined and protected set of
conventions. Art that misbehaved to demonstrate the need for discipline.
Art that advocated a forced return to "eternal values," in both the esthetic
and political realms. Art that often declared itself nationalist, always traditionalist. It is possible that recent work appropriating this art could have
a critical import. The work of the pseudoexpressionists does play on a sense
of contrariness, consistently matching elements and attitudes that do not
match, but it goes no further. A retardatairemimeticism is presented with
expressionist immediacy. The work claims to be personal, but borrows
devices and images from others. There is a camp acknowledgment that
what was Once considered bad art can now tre fun: however, that acknowledgment is couched in self-imputant term$ that for the most Part steer
clelr of humor. Appropriation becomesceremonial, an accommdation in
which collage is understood not as a disruptive agent, a device to question
as a machine to f<rster unlimited groqth.
perception-but
This marriage of early modernism and a fashionable antimodernism
can be characterized as camp, and there is defrnitely a strain of tr?arholism
about the work. It is cynical work with a marketing strategy, and therefore
extremely fashicn-conscious. It is work that relies on arch innuendo and
tailored guest lists-a perfect example is provided by Clemente's series of
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frescoed portraits of a chic demimonde, although the Germans' concentration on gay subject matter works in an equivalent manner.
But to dismiss rhis work as belonging to camp is too easy, for something
more sinister is at hand. The forced unification of opposites is a wellestablished rhetorical tactic for rendering discourse immune from criticism.
The capacity to assimilate anything and everything offers the prospect of
combining the greatest possible rolerance with the grearest possible unity,
which becomes a repressive unity. With this art we are presenred with what
amounrs to a caricature of dialectics, in which the telescoping of elemens
cuts off the development of rneaning, creating instead fixed images-dicheswhich we are expected ro associarewith the proper attitudes and institutions
(high art fit for museums). With great cynicism this work stands the modernist enterprise on its head, removing the anxious perception of nothingness at the heart of modernist expression, and replacing ir with the
smug acknowledgment that if the art means nothing it will be all the more
acceptable to those who seek only entertainment. Such a debased version
of modernisr pracrice is vigorously opposed to the very idea of critical
analysis since it is simply a declaration of presence signifying only the
ambition of the artist to be noticed.
Bcing in lwc is datgcrou bccausc
you nlh yoarselfinlo thinling you'le neucr
M it sogod.
Salle,Artfuite, Winrer 1976172.
-David
David Salle makes tremendously stylish paintings, paindngs rhat will
look good in the most elegant of rooms. His choice of color is brilliantpale, stained fields, highlighted with bright, contrasting lines and areas of
paint. A look of high fashion. And yet the images he presents this way are
emotionally and intellectually disturbing. often his subjects are naked women,
presented as objects. Occasionally they are men, At best these representations of humanity are cursory, offhand; at worst they are brutal, disfigured. The images are laid next ro one another, or placed on rop of one
another. These juxtaposirions prime us to understand the work meraphorically, as does the diptych format Salle favors, but in the end the
metaphors refuse to gel. Meaning is intimated but tantalizingly withheld.
It appears to be on the surface, but as soon as ir is approached it disappears,
provoking the viewer into a deeper examination of prejudices bound inextricably with the conventional representations that express them. salle's
work is seductive and obscure, and this obscurity is its source of strength,
for when we attempt to bring light to :he darkness, we illuminate much
else as well. Salle follows a srraregy of infiltration and sabotage, using
established conventions against themselves in the hope of exposing cultural
repression.
Salle occupies a cenrral position in this polemic, for he appears to be
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balancing precariously between an empty formalism of the sort practiced
bv Cleminte and Schnabel, and a critical subversion of such formalism.
fiis work has long shared certain characteristics with the work of these
arrists, particularly in the deliberately problematic juxtaposition of heterogeneousstylesand images.But whereasthe worth of Clemente and Schnabil remains narcissistic at base, Salle's has always appeared more distant,
a calculated infiltration aimed at deconstructing Prevalent esthetic myths.
Only now there seems to be a danger that the infiltradon has become too
complete; the seducer finds himself in love with his intended victim.
This infatuation has become more evident in the months following the
so-called collaboration betrveen Salle and Schnabel. This was a collaboration
by fiat, a self-conscious gesrure on the part of schnabel (who had been
given rhe painting in an exchange) in which he reversed the order of one
If S"1.', diptychi and partly covered one panel with a large,-roughly
painted portiait of Salle. The fabric of the original Sallewas metaphorically
iipped aparr, literally wiped out, its meaningnot so much altered as denied.
T'he painting in fact beiame a schnabel, a demonstration of the superior
porn.i of cannibalism over sabotage as a means of gaining con_trol over
one's subject. Lately salle's paint has become thicker and more freely applied, some of the images clearly recognizable as taken from other art. In
short, the ensemblesseem less threatening.
Nevertheless, Salle's paintings remain significant pointers indicating
the last exit for the radicil artist- He makes paintings, but they are dead,
inert representations of the impossibility of passion in a culture that has
institutionalized self-expression. They take the most compelling sign for
personal authenticity that our culture can provide, and attemPt to stoP it,
io reueal its falseness. The paintings look real, but they are fake. They
operare by stealth, insinuating a crippling doubt into the faith that supports
and binds our ideological institutionspractitingt!t'
Nothingb moreunftttingfor an intelhctuolresolved
-onvny wis! be .'!
to wish..-tobe lght Tlu
earlizr"calledphtto;oplry,-[han
.tn Tght'
of tlnt spirit of
4oun to ;x sibttestfnm of logbal teflzctian,is an expresnon

nOnito'+nt ec1s!
setf-presenatimt,iic
;ffi
;;,

,;kfifrnfffir,
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I believe that most of the serious critics who are at all interested in the
problem of defining thar clumsy rerm "posr-modernism" would agree with
ihe gisr clf my argument so far, would agree that, in the current situation,
not inly is the viibiliry of any particular medium suspect,b1t thal esthetic
experience itself has been rendered doubtful. But it is precisely here that
*e begin to drift apart in the face of the unreconcilable difference. Basically
it is icr:nflicr between a certain logical, even doctrinaire, purity and the
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impurity of real life; a disagreement over what to do about the gap between
what ought to be and what is.
A recent and succinct statement of the idealist position is Douglas
Climp's essay"The End of Painting," which appeared in Octobn 16 (Spring
l98l). crimp describes rhe ennervation of modernist painting in iermi
similar to those I have used, but then attempts to close the argument, by
demonstrating "the end." For this purpose he chooses to isohG the wort
of Daniel Buren as exemplary of rhe Conceptualism rhat ten years ago
sought to contest the myths of fine art. Crimp allows thar Buren's work
runs the risk of invisibility, rhat since it is intentionally meaningless in a
foimal sense, ir might fait to operare on a critical level. And inde"ed it is a
problem that the work needs an explanatory text, a handbook of the issues
yi-sed, a guide to one's approach. But that is the least of ir, for what Crimp
fails to acknowledge is that Buren's strategy has, by this time, degenerated
into little more than an elegant device, naturalized by the forceJit sought
to undermine. worse than looking like decor, the photographic record of
his activity makes his work now look very much like the art he despises,
recalling as it does the kind of fucolla.gepopular in paris in the '50s. So
Buren actually finds himself in a quandary similar to that faced by salle,
but since he deliberately reduced his means so severely in the beginning,
he now has less to work with, and so has less hope of escaping eithei faiture
or coopation. As a result of this inevitable impasse a good deal of Conceptual art has lost its conviction, and thus ia abitity to provoke thought.
One simply does not believe repeated warnings that the end is nigh,
particularly when those issuing the warnings are comfortably settling down
as institutions in their own right. Much activity rhat was once considered
potentially subversive, mostly because it hetd out the promise of an art that
could not be made into a commodity, is now as thoroughly academic as
painting and sculpture, as a visit to any art school in Noith America will
quickly reveal. And not only academic, but marketable, with ..documentation" serving as the token of exchange, substituting for rhe real thing in
a cynical duplication of the larger capitalist marketplace.
In recognition of this state of affairs sherrie Levine has decided to
simply represent the idea of creativity, re-presenring someone else'swork
as her own in an attempt to sabotage a system that places value on the
privileged production of individual talent. ln doing so she finalizes crimp's
argument more conclusively than Buren, but that finality is unrealistic. It
is also desperate. she arricularesrhe realization that, given a certain set of
constraints, those imposed by an understanding of the current situation as
much as those imposed by a desire ro appear "correct" in a rheoretical and
political sense,there is nothing to be done, that creative activity is rendered
impxrssible.And so, like any dispossessedvictim she simpry stealswhat she
needs. Levine's appropriations are the underside of Schnabel'smisappro-
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priations, and the two find themselves in a perverse lockstep. The extremity
of her position doubles back on her, infecting her work with an almost
romantic poignancy as resistant to interpretation as the frank romanticism
of her nemesis.
So what is a radical artist ro do in the currenr situation if he or she
wants to avoid instant cooptation or enforced inactivity? A clue, paradoxically, is to be found in one of Crimp's passageson Buren: "It is fundamental
to Buren's work that it act in complicity with those very institutions that it
seeks to make visible as the necessary conditions of the art work's intelligibility. That is the reason not only that his work appears in museums and
galleries, but that it poses as painting." It is painting itself, that last refuge
of the mythology of individuality, which can be seized ro deconstruct rhe
illusions of the present. For since painting is indmarely concerned with
illusion, what better vehicle for subversion?
Cultivatzdphilbtinesarein thelwbit of requiing tlnt o worhof art "giue"thetn
somcthing.Tlwy no longn nhe unbtageat workstlnt arc radical,butfaL bafi

onthestnmztesstv
modcst
assntion'yHx;":::X
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Given the accuracy of Adorno's observation it is clearly necessary to
use trickery to pry open that understanding, for the main problem today
is to open the channels of critical discourse to a healthy skepticism. Established avenues of protest, the disturbances that are the usual remedies of
the disenfranchised and the disenchanted are no longer effective. They
are too easily neutralized or bought off by an official "inquiry." But by
resorting to subterfuge, using an unsuspecting vehicle as camouflage, the
radical artist can manipulate the viewer's faith to dislodge his or her certainty. The intention of that artist must therefore be to unsettle conventional thought from within, to casr doubt on the normalized perception of
the "natural," by destabilizing the means used to represent it, even in the
knowledge that this, aoo, must ultimately lead to cerrain defeat. For in the
end some action must be taken, however hopeless, however temporary.
The alternative is the irresponsible acquiescenceof despairing apathy.
To an unprecedented degree the perception of the "natural" is mediated these days. We know real life as it is represented on film or rape.
We are all implicated in an unfolding spectacle of fulfillment, rendered
passiveby inordinate display and multiplicity of choice, made numb with
varicty: a spectacle that provides the illusion of contentment while slowly
creating a debilitating senseof alienation. The camera, in all is manifestations, is our god, dispensing what we mistakenly take to be truth. The
photcgraph is the modern world. We are given little choice: accept rhe
picture and live as shadow, as insubstantial as the image on a television
screen,or feel left out, dissatisfied,but unable to do anything about it. We
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know about the appearance ofeverything, but from a grear distance. And
yet even as photography holds reality distant from us, iialso makes it seem
more.immediate, by enabling us to "car.chrhe moment." Right now a truly
conscious practice is one concerned above all with the impiications of that
such a pracrice might be called "post-modern" in a strict erymo-pa1ad9x.
logical
sense because it is interested in coniinuing modernism's adversary
stance, interested in the possibilities of immediati action, yer aware of the
closure that that immediacy has imposed, in time, on genuine discourse.
It is art that reintroduces the idea of esrhetic distance a"sa thing of value,
as something that will allow that discourse to open. It is art'thar pays
attendon to the workings of received ideas and
and in particular
to those of the dominant media, in the hope of-elhodt,
demonstrating ihe rigid,
if often hidden, ideology that gives shape io our experience.
The most obvious procedure for this art that pllmbs the dark secrers
of the photographic ques^tion,the pubric tru.. of
submerged memory,
would be to make use of the photographic media" themseives, isolatinj
pieces of information-,.repeating them, changing rheir scare, altering
oi
highlighting color, and in so doing revealing thi hiiden sructures of desire
that persuade our rhoughs. And indeed, ii has been this kind of practice,
the practice of such artists as Dara Birnbaum, Barbara Bloom, Richard
Prince, and cindy sherman, working with video, firm, and fashion photography, that has received the most ionsidered attention from critics like
crimp and craig owens- And yet_despite the successof this approach,
it
remains, in the end, too straighrforwardly declarative . whar'imbiguity
there exists in the work is a given of its own inner workings and ."-r,
do
little to stimulate the growth of a really troubling doubt. The iepresentation
remains safe, and rhe work too easily dismissed as yet another avant-garde
art strateg'y, commenhry too easily recognized.
compelling, because-more perverse, is the idea of tackling the
. flore
probl_eq with what appears to be the least suitable vehicle availabre, plainting. It is perfect camouflage, and it must be remembered that picasso
considered cubism and camouflage to be one and the same, a device
of
misrepresentation, a deconstructive tool designed to undermine the c€rtainty of appearances. The appropriation of pur",i"s as a subversive method
allows one ro place critical esthetic activity ai the ceiter of the marketplace,
where it can cause the most trouble. For as too many conceptual irtists
discovered, art made on the-periphgries of the market remains marginar.
To reopen debate, get people thinking, one musr be there, and one must
be heard. one of the most importaniof Duchamp's ressonswas that
the
artist who wishes to create a critical disturbance in the calm waters
of
acceptable, un-thinking taste, must act in as perverse a way as possible, even
to the point of seeming to endanger his or her own posiiion. And it seems
at this point, when there is a growing lack of faith in the ability of artists
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to continue as anything more than plagiaristic stylists, that a recognition
of this state of affairs can only be adequately expressed through the medium
that requires the greatest amount of faith.
For it is this question of faith that is central. We are living in an ag€
of skepticism and as a result the practice of art is inevitably crippled by the
suspension of belief. The artist can continue as though this were not true,
in the naive hope that it will all work out in the end. But given the situation,
a more considered position implies the adoption of an ironic mode. However, one of the most troubling results of the cooptation of modernism by
mainstream bourgeois culture is that to a certain degree irony has also been
subsumed. A vaguely ironic, slightly sarcastic response to the world has
now become a cliched, unthinking one. From being a method that could
shatter conventional ideas, it has become a convention for establishing
complicity. From being a way of coming to terms with lack of faith, it has
become a screen for bad faith. In this latter sense popular movies and
television shows are ironic, newscastersare ironic, Julian Schnabel is ironic.
Which is to say that irony is no longer easily identified as a liberating mode,
but is at times a repressive one, and in art one that is all too often synonymous with camp. The complexity of this situation demands a complex
response. We are inundated with information, to the point where it becomes
meaningless to us. We can shrug it off, make ajoke, confess bewilderment.
But our very liberty is at stake, and we are bamboozled into not paying
attention.
The most challenging contemporary work using photography and photographic imagery remains illustrative. There is an indication of what might
be considered, but no more; our understanding of the reverberations of
lhe camera's picture-making is not advanced in a cohesive and compound
form. Important issuesare singled out, but rhey remain singular, strangely
disconnected.
Radical artists now are faced with a choice-despair, or the last exit:
painting- The discursive nature of painting is persuasively useful, due to
its characteristic of being a never-ending web of representations. It does
often share the irony implicit in any conscious endeavor these days, but
can transcend it, to represent it- Many anists have decided to present work
that can be classified as painting, or as related to painting, but that must
be seen as something otler: a desperate gesture, an unensy attempt to
address the many contradictions of current art production by focusing on
the heart of the problem-that
continuing debate between the "moderns"
and the "post-moderns" that is so often couched in terms of the life and
death of painting.

